
Smell is the most evocative of the senses. Bad odors lower spirits. 

Clean, fresh fragrances  enhance experiences and improve moods. “Arriba” air care systems are 

designed to give people a “lift” as they walk into a fresh, well-maintained facility. Our unique, easy 

bottom loading design is a user-friendly process that gives maintenance staff a lift, too!

Facilities that want… Choose your Arriba solution

LIFT
Gel

SNAP
LED

SNAP 
LCD

SNAP LCD
Compact

TWIST 
Passive

TWIST
Fan

TWIST
Solaire™

Easy maintenance with 
load-from-the-bottom √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Advanced odor 
neutralization √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Premium essential 
oil fragrances √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Active dispersion and 
intensity of an aerosol  √ √ √ √ √

Options for day/night use, 
hours/days of operation √ √ √ √ √

Alert for 
battery replacement √ √ √ Battery Free √ Battery Free

Alert for refill replacement √ √ √ √ √
Long-lasting Advanced 

Capillary Science™ √ √ √
Strong 

environmental profile √ √ √ √
Active dispersion 
without batteries √

Networking system for 
larger or challenging areas √ √ √

An Arriba solution to meet any facility preference! 
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taking air care in a  
new direction 
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cherry blossom 
RG106 80 1642

spring green 
RG106 80 1643

orange grove 
RG106 80 1644

autumn harvest
RG106 80 1645

pacific glacier
RG106 80 1646

mango 
RG106 80 1647

Air care in today’s Away From Home environment is not a 
luxury—it’s essential for successful facility management. 
And yesterday’s systems just can’t deliver on the demands of today....
Customers are looking for a greener profile. Lower cost in use. Greater 
effectiveness for the satisfaction of building occupants and visitors. 
Better Image. And promoting the kind of environment that helps 
everyone maintain good washroom hygiene.

raising air care 
to a new level
Offering a full portfolio of best-in-class choices

high efficiency
air care system

high efficiency
air care system

gel

south pacific
RL125 80 1850/RC110 80 1868

autumn harvest
RL125 80 1851/RC110 80 1869

mardi gras 
RL125 80 1852/RC110 80 1870

pacific glacier 
RL125 80 1847/RC110 80 1865*

tropical breeze
RL125 80 1848/RC110 80 1866

oriental fusion
RL125 80 1849/RC110 80 1867 
*RL = Refill Large; RC = Refill Compact

desert dreams 
 RL125 80 1853/RC110 80 1871

apple orchard
 RL125 80 1854/RC110 80 1872

morning mist
 RL125 80 1855/RC110 80 1874
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Exclusive MC3™ Multi-Phase Odor Cancellation Technology, premium 
fragrances, and quick-load design provide a superior solution for 
facilities that prefer gel systems for simplicity and economy.  

high efficiency
air care system

high efficiency
air care system

gel

A full array of aerosol LED and LCD dispensers using both large and 
compact refills—all with the patent pending Arriba™ quick load design, 
advanced programming options, MC3 Multi-Phase Odor Cancellation 
Technology and premium fragrances.

programmable
aerosol air care systems

programmable
aerosol air care systems

air care systems

air care systems

Breakthrough Advanced Capillary Science™ technology enables 
continuous air care with exceptional  effectiveness and duration—
far superior to traditional wicks. And, like all Arriba systems, TWIST 
features patent pending quick load design and breakthrough 
dispensing options, including the revolutionary Solaire™ active 
dispersion system that harvests light energy without batteries! 
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High performance gel refills provide effective 
odor control for a full 30 days in a simple, 
maintenance-free dispenser. 

Electronically program intermittent 
bursts of air fresheners that are as 
effective on the last day as they were 
on the first. 

•  Patent pending quick load bottom refill placement—change 
refills in less than 10 seconds!

•  Premium fragrances and exclusive MC3 Multi-Phase  
Odor Cancellation Technology for effective air freshening.

•  High efficiency aerodynamics for better fragrance dispersion 
with specially designed “enhanced lift” fan and 3-way air flow 
through front and lateral vents.

• Biodegradable gels and recyclable refills for an    
 eco-friendly system.

 

•  Smart Chip technology enables advanced programming options.

• Patent pending Arriba™ quick load design and automatic refill     
 drop-down make reloading a snap!

• All Arriba SNAP refills features MC3™ Odor Cancellation Technology   
 and premium essential oils. 

• Automatic drop-down shows when to replace refill. 

Battery-operated fan enables more even 
dispersion of high quality gel fragrance.  

SNAP LED
Features indicator lights to 
inform maintenance staff  
when batteries are low or 
refill is needed. 

SNAP LCD
Incorporates a Liquid Crystal 
Display screen for programming 
of spray interval, hours of 
operation and days of use. 

SNAP LCD Compact
Convenient compact offers all 
the features and duration of the  
full-sized model.

programmable
aerosol air care systems

programmable
aerosol air care systems

GRAY WHITE
SNAP LED LE125 80 1801 LE125 80 1802
SNAP LCD LC125 80 1803 LC125 80 1804
SNAP LCD Compact CC110 80 1805 CC110 80 1806

Available in two colors

Available in two colors

GRAY WHITE
GL106 80 1621 GL106 80 1622



Change refills
 through the 

bottom in seconds 
without opening 

the dispenser. 

Innovative air care network for larger areas   
Arriba is the first air care line to offer a networking solution 
for large washrooms or challenging spaces. Combine 
the revolutionary TWIST Solaire System with TWIST 
Passive systems for effective, widespread 
coverage at the lowest cost. Enhanced programmability 

for superior aerosol performance     
No other air care system gives you as 
many options for air care management 
as the Arriba SNAP aerosols. Their easy  
programming allows facility managers to 
control hours of  operation, spray intensity 
and duration and more.  

Active odor neutralization at the molecular level    
MC3™ Multi-Phase Odor Cancellation Technology for ensured 
performance. MC3 is a family of advanced malodor neutralizing 

agents designed for versatile 
environmental applications. 

Wide array of essential oil fragrances and intensities  
Each Arriba line features a variety of popular, carefully crafted fragrances 
formulated with quality ingredients and premium essential oils.

New directions in environmental responsibility     
The Arriba portfolio highlights its eco-friendly profile with the introduction  
of the TWIST Solaire™ for THE FIRST TOTALLY GREEN ACTIVE 
DISPERSION AIR CARE IN THE WORLD. In addition, all Arriba categories 
incorporate new technologies to promote environmental responsibility including: 
 • Totally recyclable TWIST and LIFT refills 
 • All refills are VOC compliant
 •  Auto stop-and-start and day/night features save on battery life 

unique new generation 
air care technologies
The Arriba™ air care portfolio features groundbreaking technologies for
superior performance, efficiency, and environmental sustainability.
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Patent pending ACS™ technology
The Arriba TWIST family use  
groundbreaking Air Capillary Science™ 
(ACS) to ensure continuous dispersion of 
air freshener throughout the cycle. Unlike 
aerosols that offer intermittent coverage 
that dissipates between bursts or gels that 
fade in intensity over time, TWIST systems 
provide long-lasting, consistent air care. 

World’s first green, active 
dispersion air care system! 
The revolutionary, battery-free TWIST 
Solaire™ uses breakthrough light harvesting 
technology to energize the Arriba Turbo 
Fan for active dispersion of MC3™ odor 
neutralizers and premium fragrances. 

Automatic 
aerosol refill 
drop-down
for easy 
maintenance!
Thanks to exclusive patent 
pending Arriba technology, 
after spraying 3,000 doses 
the SNAP aerosol refill 
partially drops to reveal a red 
band, alerting maintenance 
staff at a glance that it’s time 
to change refills!

Patent pending, one-handed load-from-the-bottom 
design saves time and money
Every Arriba™ system features the industry’s most advanced 
refill loading process for safety, convenience and efficiency.

TWIST ACS systems suspend   
air freshener liquid in a 
scientifically-constructed 
inner core.

ACS technology causes the   
liquid to flow consistently from   
the inner core to the specially  
bonded outer wicking surface.

Air freshener fragrance with   
MC3 molecular odor    
neutralizer is diffused into the   
air at a rate higher than any   
other competing system.

1.

2.

3.



orange grove 
RW107 80 1229

citrus blossom
RW107 80 1230

crystal pure
RW107 80 1233

English garden
RW107 80 1226

pacific glacier
RW107 80 1227

tropic wave
RW107 80 1228

prairie flowers
RW107 80 1234

french vineyard
RW107 80 1235

Exciting dispensing features
Enhanced programming for customized dispensing, 
Advanced Capillary Science™ utilizing patent pending
technology, and the industry’s first battery-free,  
light energy harvesting air care system.

Sustainability
New energy-saving features to eliminate batteries, 
ensure VOC compliance and utilize totally 
recyclable refills.

Superior odor cancellation 
technology and fragrance
MC3™ Multi-Phase Odor Cancellation Technology 
and premium essential oils ensure a 
pleasant environment.  

The state-of-the-art Arriba™  line features a collection of 
significantinnovations across the air care spectrum. 

a collection of extraordinary  
new technologies 

choose the system that’s right 
for YOUR environment   

Arriba TWIST Advanced Capillary Science™ 
(ACS™) systems feature patent pending technology that 
uses capillary action to disperse freshener through a 
scientifically engineered matrix for a controlled release 
over time. Dispersion options include passive, battery 
fan-driven, and light energy harvesting. 

Arriba SNAP aerosol systems continually 
dispense bursts of fragrance into the air for 
immediate freshening that dissipates quickly. 
They maintain fragrance integrity throughout the 
cycle—as intense on day 30 as on day 1. 

Arriba LIFT gel-based system 
volatilizes fragrance with a gradually 
declining intensity over time— the 
most simple and economical system. 
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innovation and versatility to 
control any air care situation 

Patent pending 
quick load design 
Push in refill from the 
bottom, one-handed, in
seconds without opening 
the dispenser for easier, 
quicker maintenance.
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Patent pending Advanced Capillary Science™ (ACS™) technology 
for longer-lasting air care guaranteed not to spill, leak or drip! 
•  Arriba™ quick load system—twist in refill from 
 the bottom for greater efficiency.

• Twice the active air fresheners for greater effectiveness. 

•  Refills are VOC compliant and completely 
 recyclable—no cans to throw out! 

TWIST Fan
Features an energy 
saving battery-powered 
fan to accelerate the flow 
process for environments 
where you need increased 
dispersion intensity. 

TWIST Passive
Positions the refill and 
incorporates a special 
venting design for 
maximum, continuous 
air freshening without
the use of a fan.  

TWIST Solaire™
Harvests natural or indoor light 
energy to power the fan 
without batteries. Solaire may 
be networked with TWIST 
Passive units to provide 
economical air care in 
larger spaces. 

air care systems

air care systems

GRAY WHITE
Passive System WP107 80 1202 WP107 80 1203

Fan System WF107 80 1204 WF107 80 1206
Solaire System WS107 80 1207 WS107 80 1208

Available in two colors

Featuring the revolutionary 
TWIST Solaire battery-free 

system for the greenest 
air care in the industry!


